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Part VI
Conclusion + Recommendation Matrix
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Economic development in Downtown New Bedford requires an approach 

that balances targeted infi ll development with improvements to the public 

realm, centered on the conversion of the Custom House Square parking lot 

into New Bedford’s premier open space.  Given the current slump in the 

regional and national residential and commercial real estate market, this 

report recommends that the City strengthen the strategic partnerships 

with local educational institutions like UMass Dartmouth and Bristol 

Community College in order to bring more programs, pedestrian activity 

and purchasing power downtown.  A balance of educational programs 

(both classroom and gathering spaces) and housing is best for the cultural 

and economic life of the downtown. 

This report prioritizes development sites that, in their current state, detract 

from the strong positive physical character of downtown New Bedford.  

Place-making is a key driver of economic development; the humane 

scale and the positive qualities of the historic urban environment will 

continue to be one of the New Bedford’s chief assets.  Any redevelopment 

downtown must build on this strong environmental brand, and seek to 

extend the walkable city to the residential neighborhoods at the perimeter 

of the downtown core.

Lastly, the quality and mix of ground fl oor uses in new development 

and in the edges of existing buildings along the proposed Custom House 

Square Park must be carefully planned to capitalize on the excellent work 

the City has done since 2007 to attract and support a creative and diverse 

group of merchants to the downtown district.  

While specifi c urban design and economic development recommendations 

have been made throughout this report, the matrix on the following pages 

distills and consolidates these recommendations for ease of use.  The 

recommendations are organized to allow for phasing over time.  The Short 

Term Recommendations column suggests issues and projects that should 

be immediately addressed.  Medium and Long Term Recommendations 

are no less important; rather these projects may require either substantial 

capital funding to implement or signifi cant political will to act upon.  In 

total, the chart on the following pages acts as a wishlist of items that can 

be reasonably undertaken to insure continuing success and growth in the 

downtown.

In addition to being a technical roadmap, this report can be used as a 

compelling marketing tool to raise awareness of key opportunities in the 

downtown.  The series of surgically located and realistic development 

scenarios proposed in this report could amplify New Bedford’s existing 

assets, create new cultural synergies, and sustain the economic 

development already underway.  

VI.A  Conclusion
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VI.B Recommendations Matrix

Sidewalks >  Formalize a standard design for Central Business District sidewalks: brick continuity strip + scored 
concrete
>  Design a “joint” detail between Park and Central Business District sidewalks

Streetlights > Install Washington Style pedestrian lights on Acushnet Ave. and S. Second St. between Union and 
Spring Streets

Street Trees >  Select (or design) standard Downtown New Bedford tree grate to fit neatly from edge-to-edge of the 
standard brick continuity strip
>  Target Union and Pleasant Streets for first-phase street tree plantings

Key Intersections >  Install new standard tree grate around existing street trees
>  Target North Sixth and North Second Streets and Acushnet Avenue for second-phase street tree 
plantings

South Central 
Neighborhood 
Connectivity

>  Commission Downtown / South Central Edge Study to create a mini master plan for this area of the 
City 

Open Space Network >  Install better welcome signage at the Elm St. exit from Route 18 (in planning with the NPS)
>  Remove Route 18 pedestrian overpass (slated for demolition as part of Route 18 improvements)
>  Remove Front Street highway crash guard
>  Remove concrete wall between Wings Court and the Lupo Block

Custom House Square / 
Wings Court / Lupo's 
Block

>  Introduce two-sided parking on north-south streets within the National Park
>  Remove surface parking use from Custom House Square to allow for permanent public space
>  Remove concrete wall between Wings Court and Lupo Block

Management >  Enforce maximum two-hour parking to combat the meter feeding culture 
>  Reduce parking meter types to a standard two-hour meter
>  Make short-term spaces (at municipal buildings) shorter duration and better enforced

Supply >  Introduce two-sided parking on north-south streets within the National Park
>  Use standard two-hour metered spaces to reduce visual clutter of signs on historic streets
>  Remove surface parking use from Custom House Square to allow for permanent public space

Surface Lots

Elm Street Garage >  Consistently enforce parking charges
>  Complete current contract for elevator, lighting, signage improvements
>  Evaluate/adjust charges for reserved and public parking
>  Renegotiate number of reserved spaces with the Standard-Times
>  Reallocate reserved spaces to upper floors of garage

Zeiterion Garage >  Consistently enforce parking charges
>  Evaluate/adjust charges for reserved and public parking

Route 18 Redevelopment

Vacant and Underutilized 
Sites

Retail Stimulation >  Reevaluate the feasibility of establishing a 'retail incubator' for upper level BCC students, as 
previously proposed by the NBEDC, DNBI and BCC                                                                                 
>  Focus on retail stores and restaurants that are successful in other urban commercial districts and 
could be attracted to open another location in Downtown

Education

Arts >  Convene a City task force charged with determining how to establish an Arts and Technology Insititute 
in Downtown for high school and post graduate students, or pre-school through middle school grades.

Technology

 Short Term RecommendationsTopic

Streetscape

Open Space

Parking 
On Street

Parking 
Off Street

Infrastructure + 
Underutilized 
Sites

Economic + 
Community 
Development

Redevelopment
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 Medium Term Recommendations  Long Term Recommendations
>  First phase expansion of New Bedford standard sidewalk design: Union St, Pleasant St, 
Purchase St

>  Second phase expansion of New Bedford standard sidewalk design: throughout 
downtown

> Install Washington Style pedestrian lights on Spring Street between Second and Seventh 
Streets

> Install Washington Style pedestrian lights in blocks between Spring and School Streets

>  Install new standard tree grate around existing street trees
>  Target N. Sixth and N. Second Streets and Acushnet Ave. for second-phase street tree 
plantings

>  Work with NPS to relocate (if necessary) newest trailblazer signs to optimal location at 
each gateway intersection
>  Begin neckdown implementation at most critical core intersections: Pleasant/William; 
Purchase/William; Union/Acushnet; Union/Purchase 

>  Implement better pedestrian crossings at gateway intersections (as indicated in traffic 
study)
>  Complete neckdown implementation: Seventh/Elm; Second/Elm; Second/William; 
Acushnet/William; Purchase/School

>  Expand streetscape elements (standard sidewalk, street trees, Washington pedestrian 
lights) to School Street

>  Install more welcoming landscaping at Johnny Cake Hill intersection with YMCA >  Install waterfront gateway or supergraphic on State Pier at end of Union Street

>  Design and construct permanent open space at Custom House Square
>  Design and construct permanent open space connector on Lupo Block

>  Implement public information and marketing campaign to encourage use of under-
parked municipal garages

>  Research and consider replacing coin meters with “smart” parking system

>  Target least utilized surface parking lots (as indicated by DMJM/Harris 2002 parking 
study) for change of use (development or permanent open space)

>  Implement public information and marketing campaign to encourage use of  under-
parked municipal garages
>  Consider re-branding garage (through signage) as joint City / NPS facility 

>  Commission a study to look into feasibility of adding another level to Elm Street Garage

>  Commission a traffic study to look into the feasibility of two-way traffic on Acushnet Ave 
to improve accessibility to the parking garage

>  Expedite Route 18 reconstruction to improve pedestrian connections between 
Downtown and the waterfront

>  Coordinate efforts of City departments, NBEDC, DNBI, NPS, Chamber of Commerce and 
other stakeholders involved in Downtown revitalization activities to redevelop vacant and 
underutilized property

>  Initiate recruitment of additional educational usees, focusing on those with a 
complementary mission, potentially attracted to Downtown vacant and undertuilized 
property, and willing to negotiate a PILOT agreement with the City.

>  Aggressively pursue federal ARRA or state Economic Recovery funding for the new BCC 
New Bedford campus in Downtown

>  Appoint a Public Art for Public Spaces  commission comprised of Downtown art, 
education, cultural, and business interests to organize and implement a three-year 
initiative to finance the design, fabrication, and installation of public art at significant 
locations.

>  Secure state and federal Economic Stimulus funds to expand fiber optic 
conduit/broadband high-volume capacity service in Downtown, starting with connections 
from existing T1 Line locations to provide service at targeted redevelopment sites.




